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17. On Ideals in Rings of Continuous Functions
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(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, I.J.A., Feb. 12, 1954)

in the theory of function rings the boundedness of functions or
the compactness of the base spaces plays a very important r61e, but
it seems to be necessary to remove the condition of the bounded-
hess or the compactness.

In the present note we concern ourselves with ideals of rings
of continuous functions which are not aIways bounded.

1. Definition 1. Let X be a set. Then we say that a ring
}t consisting of complex-valued functions on X with the ordinary
addition and multiplication is a normal function ring, if it satisfies
the following conditions"
(1) (Self-adjointness) It contains the identity and it contains a

function with its conjugate function.
(2) (Inverse elosedness) The subset of all strictly positive

functions with inverses in possesses the following properties"
(a) If f and g belong to , there exists an h such that

hf and hg.
(b) If f belongs to ., there exists a g e such that gf.
(c) If fg, f t and g 9t, then f has an inverse.

(3) (Regularity) If 1.u.b. lh(x)l_g.l.b. Ih(x)l for two subsets A
xA

and B o X and for some h e , then A and B are separated by a
positive function h’ of , i.e., h’(A)=--O and h’(B)l.

Then we see that the concept of a normal function ring is an
extension o hat of the inverse closed, regular, .-commutative,
algebra with the identity. We have many examples of normal
function rings. For instance, the ring of all complex-valued con-
tinuous functions on a completely regular space X: (X, K), the
ring of all complex-valued uniformly continuous functions on a
uniform space X: (X, K), and the ring of all complex-valued r-
differentiabl functions on an r-differentiable manifold M: ((M)
(0r<) are normal function rings.

2. We introduce a natural topology in a normal function ring.
Definition 2. Let be a normal function ring with base X

and let U=[flf & lfl<r} for some reg where If[ is the
function whose value at any point x of X is the absolute value of
f(x). Then the m-topology of 9t is the one with a fundamental
system of neighbourhoods of 0 {Ulr e }.


